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Movie’s  -  No.1 for Entertainment!!! 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
1408  Drama/Horror/Thriller,    Rated M,  104 Minutes 
Starring John Cusack, Samuel L Jackson & Paul Birchard  
 
Based on the short Stephen King horror story of the same name, 1408 is about supernatural writer 
Mike Enslin, an author of two successful books on supernatural phenomena. As research for his latest 
book, Enslin is determined to check out the notorious room 1408 in a New York City hotel by 
personally staying as a guest in the fabled room. He believes that 1408 is just a myth perpetuated by 
stories and rumors that Enslin has collected for his past works. However, hotel manager Mr. Olin has 
strong objections to Enslin's stay and only warns him of possible danger to come. Enslin is determined 
to go anyway. But what Mike Enslin is about to experience is no myth, as 1408 truly is a room where 
the guests don't check out by noon. 
 

 
 

A Mighty Heart  Drama/History/Thriller  Rated M  108 Minutes 
Starring Dan Futterman Angelina Jolie Archie Panjabi 
On January 23, 2002, Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl is to fly from Karachi to Dubai with his 
pregnant wife, Mariane, also a reporter. On the day before, with great care, he has arranged an 
interview in a café with an Islamic fundamentalist cleric. When Danny doesn't return, Mariane initiates a 
search. Pakistani police, American embassy personnel, and the FBI examine witnesses, phone 
records, e-mails, and hard drives. Who has him? Where is he? There's also the why: because of U.S. 
abuse of prisoners at Guantanimo, because of a history of Journal cooperation with the CIA, because 
Pearl is a Jew? Through it all, Mariane is clearheaded, direct, and determined. . 

VIDEO (DVD FEB 20) 
 
 
 
BEOWULF  Drama/Fantasy,    Rated M,  114 Minutes 
Starring Anthony Hopkins, Angelina Jolie, Ray Winstone & Robin Wright Penn 
 
In 6th century Denmark, the kingdom of Hrothgar is devastated by the marauding, unstoppable 
demon dragon, Grendel. Hrothgar's hopes for a hero who would kill Grendel are satisfied when 
Beowulf arrives from across the sea with his lieutenant Wiglaf and loyal soldiers. Despite the 
suspicioins of Hrothgar's advisor, Unferth, the king promises Beowulf his entire kingdom and his 
beautiful Queen Wealthow if the warrior kills Grendel. But when Beowulf does eventually slay 
Grendel he incurs the wrath of its seductive, deadly and shapeshifting mother, launching them all 
into a conflict that reveals secrets and creates legends. 

VIDEO (DVD TBC) 
 
 
 
Death Proof  Crime   Rated  MA15+    113 Minutes 
Starring Kurt Russell Zoe Bell Rosario Dawson 
Stuntman Mike is a former Hollywood stunt race car driver who targets and kills women with his "death-
proof" stunt car. In Act I, Mike surfaces in Austin, Texas to target a group of women whom he knows; 
Jungle Julia an outgoing, dope-smoking, radio DJ/fashion model meeting her old school friends for a 
night on the town whom are sentimental model Arlene, and local bad-girl Shanna, as well as bar-nut 
hippie Pam who tries to make Mike notice her, unaware of his sociopath and misogynist tendencies. In 
Act II, Stuntman Mike surfaces in Tennessee where he randomly picks another group of women to 
stalk all of whom work in the motion picture business; Abernathy is a make-up girl and stand-in wanting 
a change of pace in her life. Lee is a naive B-movie actress. Kim is a tough-minded stunt woman 
always wanting action. And Zoe is a fellow stunt woman from New Zealand visiting her friends. 
However, the second set of girls proves more though to get, and because of a combination of bad luck 
and Stuntman Mike's carelessness, the girls decide to turn the tables on their tormentor for revenge of 
their own...  

VIDEO (DVD MAR 5) 
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Evan Almighty Comedy/Family   Rated G   95 Minutes 
Starring Steve Carell Morgan Freeman Lauren Graham 
The last time we saw Evan Baxter, he was being tormented by rival Bruce Nolan on screen, live from 
their Buffalo TV station. But as time passed and Evan has made up with Bruce, he's gone onto bigger 
and better things. Newly elected to Washington D.C. as a congressman, Evan has left Buffalo, New 
York in pursuit of a greater calling. But that calling isn't serving in the illustrious ranks of America's 
politics, but being summoned by the Almighty himself, who has handed Evan the task of building a new 
ark, much as Noah did before. With time passing by and his family belittled by Evan's newfound 
realization, Evan will have to do the work that God has given him in what promises to be an unusual 
adventure for a man who just wanted to serve his country, might actually be serving humanity. 
VIDEO & DVD 
 

 
 
Final Winter   Drama  Rated M   96 Minutes 
Starring Bob Baines Conrad Colby Nathaniel Dean 
As the winds of change sweep across the rugby league landscape, Grub Henderson (Matt Nable) 
defiantly stands among all others as the embodiment of those before him. Foreign codes of business 
are tearing at the fabric of loyalty that exists between Grub's club and family. He collides head-on with 
an administration eager to bury him, and battles against his brother and coach's betrayal. At home his 
wife is troubled by the transformation of the man she married, and his children are left wanting for their 
father. In a bid to cling to his self-worth, Grub bitterly swallows his pride and bargains for his future. As 
the game that provides him an identity crumbles, he finds acceptance in the man he could be. The cast 
features Matt Nable, Matthew Johns, Nathaniel Dean ('Candy', 'Walking on Water'), John Jarratt ('Wolf 
Creek'), Raelee Hill, Michelle Langstone, Conrad Coleby and Kate Mulvany. 

VIDEO (DVD FEB 14) 
 
 

 
High School Musical 2 Comedy/Musical/Family   Rated G  104 Minutes 
Starring Zac Efron Vanessa Anne Hudgens Ashley Tisdale 
Good-bye, classroom! Hello, summer! But for Troy, Gabriella, Chad, and Taylor, this vacation is no day 
at the beach. That's because they're all working at a country club founded by Ryan and Sharpay's 
family! And with the club's annual talent show right around the corner, Sharpay's competitive instincts 
are sizzling. She dumps Ryan as her singing partner and starts wooing Troy to join her onstage 
instead. Gabriella is less than thrilled that Troy has agreed to sing with Sharpay. How could he do that 
to her? Things are heating up on the lawns of high society. Will Troy and Gabriella realize that they're 
meant to be? Or is it already too late for them to sing one last song together?  

VIDEO & DVD 
 
 
 
Hot Rod   Comedy   Rated M   88 Minutes 
Starring Amy Samberg Jorma Taccone Bill Hader 
Rod Kimble is a naïf, a slacker living in a small US town with his mom, his younger brother, and his 
stepfather whose respect he craves. He also misses his dead dad, whom he thinks was Evel Knievel's 
back-up. Rod, a man-child, believes that he is a stunt man. When his stepfather needs an operation, 
with help from his brother and his slacker pals, Rod hatches a plan to set a school-bus-jumping record 
on his moped. First, his crew and he have to raise money to rent the buses and build the ramp. Trouble 
is, Rod's inept at his chosen career. Looming failure is complicated by the return of Denise, Rod's next-
door neighbor and secret heartthrob, who is home from college. Is public humiliation at hand? 

VIDEO (DVD FEB 7) 
 
 
 
JAMMED, THE  Drama,    Rated MA,  89 Minutes 
Starring Saskia Burmeister, Emma Lung & Veronica Sywak 
 
Inspired by court transcripts and actual events, THE JAMMED is a social thriller about trafficking 
and the sex slave trade in Melbourne. When a Chinese mother arrives in Melbourne to find her 
missing daughter, she enlists the help of Ashley Hudson. Ashley reluctantly agrees to help search, 
and is soon drawn into the dark underworld of this cultured city as she tries to rescue three girls 
from a trafficking syndicate. As the story unravels the sinister workings of illegal prostitution and 
governmental deportation is filled with twists and surprises. 

VIDEO(DVD TBC) 
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Kingdom The Action/Drama/Thriller   Rated MA 15+  109 Minutes 
Starring Jamie Fox. Chris Cooper Jennifer Garner 
When a terrorist bomb detonates inside a Western housing compound in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, an 
international incident is ignited. While diplomats slowly debate equations of territorialism, FBI Special 
Agent Ronald Fleury quickly assembles an elite team and negotiates a secret five-day trip into Saudi 
Arabia to locate the madman behind the bombing. Upon landing in the desert kingdom, however, 
Fleury and his team discover Saudi authorities suspicious and unwelcoming of American interlopers 
into what they consider a local matter. Hamstrung by protocol-and with the clock ticking on their five 
days-the FBI agents find their expertise worthless without the trust of their Saudi counterparts, who 
want to locate the terrorist in their homeland on their own terms. Fleury's crew finds a like-minded 
partner in Saudi Colonel Al-Ghazi, who helps them navigate royal politics and unlock the secrets of the 
crime scene and the workings of an extremist cell bent on further destruction. With these unlikely allies 
sharing a propulsive commitment to crack the case, the team is led to the killer's front door in a 
blistering do-or-die confrontation. Now in a fight for their own lives, strangers united by one mission 
won't stop until justice is found in The Kingdom.  

VIDEO (DVD TBC) 
 
 
 
THE LOOKOUT  Drama/Crime,   Rated M,   99 Minutes 
Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Jeff Daniels & Isla Fischer 
 
Chris is a once promising high school athlete whose life is turned upside down following a tragic 
accident. As he tries to maintain a normal life, he takes a job as a janitor at a bank, where he 
ultimately finds himself caught up in a planned heist. 

VIDEO (DVD TBC) 
 

 
 

Michael Clayton  Drama/Thriller  Rated:MA15+  119 Minutes 
Starring Tom Wilkinson Michael O’Keefe Sydney Pollack 
Michael Clayton is an in-house fixer at one of the largest corporate law firms in New York. A former 
criminal prosecutor, Clayton takes care of Kenner, Bach, & Ledeen's dirtiest work at the behest of the 
firm's co-founder, Marty Bach. Though burned out and hardly content with his job as a fixer, his 
divorce, a failed business venture, and mounting debt have left Clayton inextricably tied to the firm. At 
U/North, meanwhile, the career of litigator Karen Crowder rests on the multi-million dollar settlement of 
a class-action suit that Clayton's firm is leading to a seemingly successful conclusion. But when Kenner 
Bach's brilliant and guilt-ridden attorney Arthur Edens sabotages the U/North case, Clayton faces the 
biggest challenge of his career and his life. 

VIDEO  (DVD MAR 19) 
 

 
 

 
 
Pathfinder  Action/Adventure  Rated M15+  86 Minutes 
Starring Karl Urban Moon Bloodgood Russell Means 
A Viking boy is left behind after his clan battles a Native American tribe. Raised within the tribe, he 
ultimately becomes their savior in a fight against the Norsemen.  

VIDEO & DVD 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Pirates of the Caribbean 3 At Worlds End  Action/Adventure Rated.M      168 Minutes 
Starring. Johnny Depp Orlando Bloom Keira Knightly 
Elizabeth, Will and the crew of the Pearl sail off the edge of the map (literally) with the help of 
mysterious Tia Dalma and the late Captain Barbossa who has been raised by the dead to save Captain 
Jack Sparrow . He has been condemned to the terrible fate of remaining in the void of Davey Jones' 
locker for eternity. But rescuing Jack isn't the real meat of this movie - Lord Cutler Beckett has control 
of the heart of Davey Jones, and with that he controls the sea. The nine pirate lords of the world must 
unite for a final stand against Beckett, Jones and the East India Trade company. 

VIDEO & DVD 
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Rogue Action/Adventure/Thriller  Rated M   93 Minutes 
Starring Caroline Brazier Stephen Curry Celie Ireland 
On assignment in the Northern Territory, American travel writer Pete (Michael Vartan) joins a small 
group of tourists on a typical river cruise in salt water crocodile country, operated by tour guide Kate 
(Radha Mitchell). During a short detour, their boat is almost overturned by a violent jolt from 
underwater, and they drive the leaking boat aground on a small island, but out of radio contact with 
base. They soon realize they have stumbled into the territory of a huge, possessive salt water croc, 
who sets about viciously collecting a harvest of food to store in his cavernous lair, while the survivors 
search desperately for a way off the island - before high tide and the night close in. 

VIDEO DVD TBC 
 
 
 
 
Rogue Assassin (aka War)  Action/Thriller  Rated MA15+ 103 Minutes 
Starring Jet Li Jason Statham John Lone  
After his partner Tom Wynne and family are killed apparently by the infamous and elusive assassin 
Rogue, FBI agent Jack Crawford becomes obsessed with revenge as his world unravels into a vortex 
of guilt and betrayal. Rogue eventually resurfaces to settle a score of his own, setting off a bloody 
crime war between Asian mob rivals Chang of the Triad's and Yakuza boss Shiro. When Jack and 
Rogue finally come face to face, the ultimate truth of their pasts will be revealed.  

VIDEO(DVD TBC) 
 
 

 
 

Seeker The  Adventure/Drama/Fantasy Rated PG  99 Minutes 
Starring Alexander Ludwig Christopher Eccleston Ian McShane 
The film tells the story of Will Stanton, a young man who learns he is the last of a group of warriors who 
have dedicated their lives to fighting the forces of the Dark. Traveling back and forth through time, Will 
discovers a series of clues which lead him into a showdown with forces of unimaginable power. With 
the Dark once again rising, the future of the world rests in Will's hands 

VIDEO (DVD MAR 19) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stardust  Adventure/Fantasy/Romance  Rated PG 127 Minutes 
Starring Claire Danes Michelle Pfeiffer Robert De Niro 
The passage from this world to the fantasy kingdom of Stormhold is through a breech in a wall by an 
English village. In the 1800s, a boy becomes a man when he ventures through the breech to prove his 
love for the village beauty by finding a fallen star. The star is no lump of rock, but a maiden, Yvaine, 
and Tristan, the youth, is not the only one searching for her: three witches, led by Lamia, want her 
heart to make them young. The sons of the dead king of Stormhold want her because she possesses a 
ruby that will give one of them title to the throne. Assisting Tristan are his mother, the victim of a spell, 
and a transvestite pirate of the skies. Will Tristan win his true love?  

VIDEO (DVD JAN 24) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strictly Ballroom  Comedy/Romance Rated PG 94 Minutes 
Starring Paul Mercurio Tara Morice Bill Hunter 
Scott Hastings is a champion caliber ballroom dancer, but much to the chagrin of the Australian 
ballroom dance community, Scott believes in dancing "his own steps". Fran is a beginning dancer and 
a bit of an ugly duckly who has the audacity to ask to be Scott's partner after his unorthodox style 
causes his regular partner to dance out of his life. Together, these two misfits try to win the Australian 
Pan Pacific Championships and show the Ballroom Confederation that they are wrong when they say, 
"there are no new steps!". 

VIDEO & DVD 
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Underdog  Action/Adventure/Comedy Rated PG  81 Minutes 
Starring Jason Lee Peter Dinklage James Belushi 
A bomb-sniffing beagle is fired from the mayor's office for a faux pas. That night a mad scientist 
dognaps him and injects him with an elixir. The dog escapes, but now has superpowers. He's adopted 
by a security guard - an ex-cop, who's a widower with a moody teen son, Jack. The boy discovers that 
the dog, named Shoeshine by dad, has super powers, but it's their little secret. While Underdog saves 
people in distress, the mad scientist and his underling continue their plot to catch him and take over the 
city. There's also a girl Jack likes with a dog Shoeshine takes a shine to. Will every dog has his day? 

VIDEO (DVD FEB 20) 
 
 
 
 
Waitress  Comedy/Drama/Romance Rated M   108 Minutes 
Starring Kerri Russell Nathan Fillion Cheryl Hines 
Jenna is a small-town waitress at Joe's Diner, who has a great knack at making delicious pies there. 
However, Jenna is in an unhappy marriage to her controlling and immature husband, Earl, who always 
takes the money she works hard for, but Jenna keeps some of it hidden from him. Jenna suddenly 
finds her life has taken an unexpected turn when she discovers she's pregnant with Earl's baby. But 
the unhappy pregnancy changes Jenna's life as she becomes determined to win the $25,000 pie 
contest prize money and begins an affair with her handsome, married gynaecologist that gives her 
confidence and an attempt at happiness.  

VIDEO (DVD TBC) 
 
 
 

 
Year of the Dog  Comedy/Drama  Rated M   97 Minutes 
Starring Molly Shannon Laura Dern Regina King 
Peggy is single, childless, in her 40s, a lonely executive assistant in a friendly office. Her dog Pencil is 
the love of her life, and when he dies after eating some sort of toxin, Peggy's life spins out of her 
control: a friendly neighbor invites her for dinner; a friendly staff member at her vet's calls with an 
abused dog he recommends she adopt - she does, and also finds herself attracted to this fellow. She 
becomes a vegan, supports animal-rights causes, and embroils her brother's young children in these 
concerns. Saving dogs and other animals become such a passion that her mental health and her job 
may be in danger. Are regaining control and finding love beyond her reach?  

VIDEO (DVD FEB 7) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SHREK3 MIKE MYERS PG 93 mins 
BLACKSNAKE MOAN SAMUEL L JACKSON MA15+ 16 mins 
PREMONITION SANDRA BULLOCK  M  92 mins 
CARS                                                     OWEN WILSON      G      116 mins  
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL                    ZAC EFRON      G 
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 2                 ZAC EFRON      G      104 mins 
PIRATES OF THE CARRIBEAN 3       JOHNNY DEPP      M      168 mins 
PRIMEVAL                                            DOMINIC PURCELL      MA15+     
LICENCE TO WED                               ROBIN WILLIAMS      M      91 mins 
THE BRIDGE  
INVISIBLE                                             JUSTIN CHATWIN     M      102 mins 
FRACTURE                                           ANTHONY HOPKINS     M      113 mins  
THE BUSINESS                                    DANNY DYER     MA15+ 
I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU CHUCK AND LARRY    ADAM SANDLER     M      115 mins 
STRICTLY BALLROOM                         PAUL MERCURIO     PG      94 mins 
NANCY DREW                                       EMMA ROBERTS     PG      91 mins 
DIE HARD 4                                           BRUCE WILLIS     M      128 mins 
LUCKY YOU                                          ERIC BANA     PG      118 mins 
THE DEAD GIRL                                   TONI COLLETTE     MA15+     94 mins 
FEAR                                                     REESE WITHERSPOON 
BOURNE ULTIMATUM                         MATT DAMON     M      115 mins 
LUCKY MILES                                      KENNETH MORALEDA     MA15+     101 mins 
HAIRSPRAY                                         JOHN TRAVOLTA     PG      116 mins 
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PROUDLY REPRESENTING THE FOLLOWING DISTRIBUTORS (PLUS MANY MORE) 
 

                

                   
 

 
 

 

ROADSHOW NON-THEATRICAL FILM & VIDEO HIRE  A division of Roadshow Films Pty Ltd ABN 28 100 746 870 
NSW / VIC / TAS / ACT / SA: Level 4, 235 Pyrmont Street, Pyrmont, NSW 2009. GPO Box 2581, Sydney, NSW 2001, Australia 
Telephone +61 2 9552 8600  Facsimile: +61 2 9566 0105 
QLD / NT: Unit 1, 11 Parkview Street, Milton, QLD 4064, PO Box 1835, Milton, QLD 4064, Australia 
Telephone: +61 7 3369 6610  Facsimile: +61 7 3369 8807 
WA: Artistralia P/L, 155 Claisbrook Rd, East Perth, WA 6004, Australia Telephone: +61 8 9227 1571  Facsimile: +61 8 9227 1516 


